
 

 

Marketing Magazine/Marketo - Email Opening Para Re-Write 

 
 
  ORIGINAL PARAGRAPH 
 
Today's customers are more informed, more value oriented, more 
connected via many channels and expect higher quality service and 
interaction. Meaning that companies must create personalised, 
relevant and engaging, multi-channel experiences to reach buyers 
wherever they are. 
 
37 words 2 sentences 18.5 words per sentence average 
 
This is not enough copy for accurate Flesch scores, but here they are 
anyway: 
 
Flesch Reading Ease = 12  (Plain English target = >39) 
Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level = 16.2  (Plain English target = <11) 
 
  CRITIQUE AND RE-WRITE 
 

1. “…customers are more informed … oriented … connected ” – 
more than what? A comparison must always have at least two 
things compared.  

 
2. Also, “Today’s customers” violates The You Rule. I would change 

to “Your customers … than they used to be.” 
 

3. “… customers are … informed … oriented … connected … and 
expect…” It’s clumsy to link a string of three passive, past-tense 
verbs with a fourth that is active and present. The cleanest fix 
would be to stop the first sentence after “… many channels than 
they used to be”, then start a new sentence: “They expect 
higher quality service...” 

 
4. “… more connected” gives no information about what they are 

connected to. Given the context, I’d say this is the recipient’s 
company. End first sentence after “… value oriented than they 
were”, then start a new one: “They’re connected to you more 



 

 

closely, through more channels.” 
 

5. “Meaning” is incorrectly used. In this context, it should read: 
“This means that companies …” 

 
6. But “… companies” violates The You Rule. It should read: “Your 

company …” 
 

7. I would change “must create” to “must provide”. This keeps the 
story more tightly bound to the recipient’s customer base. 

 
8. The comma after “…engaging” makes “multi-channel” just 

another adjective describing “experiences”. I think the writer 
intended the string of adjectives to describe “multi-channel 
experiences.” Delete the excess comma to achieve this. 

 
9. I would probably change “buyers” to “them”, to link back to the 

original “Your customers”. 
 
SUGGESTED RE-WRITE: 
 
Your customers are more informed and more value-oriented than they 
were. They’re connected to you more closely, through more channels. 
They expect higher quality service and interaction. This means that 
you must provide personalised, relevant and engaging multi-channel 
experiences to reach them wherever they are. 
 
47 words 4 sentences 11.75 avg words per sentence 
 
Flesch Reading Ease  45.5 (Plain English Target >39) 
Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 9.8 (Plain English Target <11)  
 
 
 


